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sku Item Name Item Description Price Condition

412
A Philatelic Guide to The 1936 Texas Centennial 

Celebration [Paperback] Charles Deaton

Purpose of this book is to provide some direction and assistance 

to today's collector of 1936 Centennial Covers.
$32.55

Pages and binding firm and tight. . Pages clean. 

Appears never used.

998
The Great Mail: A Postal History of New Orleans 

Huber, Leonard Victor

A history of the transportation of the mail in the Deep South and 

particularly the story of the development of the New Orleans 

postal service in the nineteenth century.

$37.95
Pages and binding are firm. Cover shows wear. 

Pages clean without defect

1122

Postal Facilities and Postmarks District of 

Louisiana, the Territory of Louisiana and the 

Territory of Missouri 1804-1821 [Paperback] C. 

Corwith Wagner

Description of the postal facilities and postmarks during the 1804-

1861 period in St. Louis. An original work first published in the 

1954 Congress Book

$25.00 Clean.

2401
Preliminary Census of Georgia Postmasters' 

Provisionals [Plastic Comb] Francis J. Crown, Jr.

Provide in a single work a census of the Georgia provisionals and a 

history of them as well: a census and handbook
$35.00

2686
The Territorial Post Offices of Florida 

[Paperback] Sheldon H. Dike

A compilation of post office primarily from the bond lists, records 

of postmaster appointments and letters of the Postmaster 

General on file in the National Archives

$9.00
Never used item. Pages and binding are firm and 

tight

2701 Mississippi post offices Gallagher, John S

Book is organized in three sections. The first is a detailed listing of 

the post offices of each county. The second consists of an 

alphabetical listing of the post offices and the third section 

contains an alphabetical listing of all the first postmasters with 

reference to the post office which they served

$50.00

2775
Handling the mails at Corpus Christi Stever, Rex 

H

This book is an historical outline of Corpus Christi's history 

sufficient to provide a background, context or setting for the mail 

service and the specific items illustrated

$16.95

Pages and cover are new. Owners hand stamp on 

inside front cover. Part of Wilson Hulme Library. 

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Does not 

include dustcover

2894
Postmarked Kentucky [Hardcover] Alan T. 

Atkins

A postal history of the Commonwealth of Kentucky from 1792 to 

1900. No definitive book has been submitted on Kentucky's postal 

history.. This, the, is an attempt to put to record one of the most 

intyeresting philatelic areas of this country's postal history

$17.95

Like new. Owners label on front piece. Cover and 

pages clean and fresh. Part of Wilson Hulme's 

Library.. Pages and binding firm and tight. 

Appears never used.

2927
Texas Postal History Handbook [Plastic Comb] 

Charles Deaton

Book provides some basic information on the various fields and 

areas of Texas postal history to those who are just beginning a 

Texas postal history collection

$32.00

Pages clean and fresh. Owners label on inside 

cover. Pages and binding are firm. Appears never 

used.
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3835
St. Vincent to Florida (The Letters of Robert 

Barrie 1772) [Pamphlet] Walter Skrine

Robert Barries was a civilian doctor attached to the army in St. 

Vincent. He wrote four letters to his wife. Their interest from the 

point of view lies chiefly in postal history and secondary upon the 

sidelight they throw on long forgotten campaigns.

$15.00
Pages clean. Some age discoloration at top of 

front cover. Wrinkle on the spine area

4919
United States Post Offices Volume VIII-The 

Southeast [Paperback] Richard W. Helbock

A listing of all United States post offices that have ever operated in 

The Southeast
$25.95

4961
The Jeanette C. Rudy Collection of Tennessee 

Postal History [Paperback] Robert A. Siegel

The Rudy collection contains many significant items for collectors. 

Specialist in Tennessee will find hundreds and hundreds of covers 

with town markings and advertising designs. Major rarities, such 

as Confederate Postmasters' Provisionals and Buffalo Balloon 

stamps are included. A valuable reference for Tennessee postal 

history

$9.00

5148

Postal Markings of the North Carolina 

Railrtoads, including Station Agents, 

Waterways, Etc... [Hardcover] Tony L. Crumbley

This publication is designed to cover the postal markings applied 

to the mail carried on the railroads of North Caroline.
$35.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Authors 

dedication note on front piece.

5267

A Postal History of Mississippi: Stampless 

Period 1799-1860, Volume II [Hardcover] 

Oakley, Bruce C., Jr.

Limited edition of 300 copies. A continuation of Volume I with 

listings of previously unrecorded Territorial and Statehood post 

offices, Autographed by author

$67.95

Cover sound and clean. Pages and binding firmly 

attached. Top of pages show age discoloration 

from shelf storage. Dust cover with edge wear 

and a bit of warping on spine of dust cover. 

Appears never used. Owners handstamp crossed 

out. Limited edition of 300 and autographed by 

author

5285
Kentucky Place Names [Paperback] Robert M. 

Rennick

A systematic and comprehensive investigation of Kentucky place 

names, those of geographic features as well as populated places is 

attempted in this manuscript.

$15.00

Never used. Some discoloration on top and 

bottom of pages due to shelf wear. Pages and 

binding firm and tight

5341
A Checklist of Florida Post Offices 1821-1995 

[Pamphlet] Richard W. Helbock
A Checklist of Florida Post Offices 1821-1995 $15.00

6046

Post Offices and Postmasters of North Carolina 

Volume 1 Alamance through Durham 

[Hardcover] Stroupe, Stets, Wetmore & 

Crumbley

The study of the life of the North Carolina post offices, the post 

office locations and their postmasters is an effort to accurately 

document them before they entirely disappear. Whenever 

available, examples of the postal markings before 1900 used are 

included.

$65.00
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6047

Post Offices and Postmasters of North Carolina 

Colonial to USPS Volume III Onslow through 

Yancey [Hardcover] Stroupe, Crumbley, 

Wetmore & Winter

The general layout of this book has been designed to let the 

reader find a post office; postmaster and or a postmark and relate 

the three together

$65.00

6048

Post Offices and Postmasters of North Carolina 

Volume II Edgecombe through Northampton 

[Hardcover] Stroupe, Stets, Wetmore & 

Crumbley

The listings are alphabetical by conty, and within each county, 

post offices are listed alphabetically. Within each post office, the 

postmasters are listed chronologically. The complete work is in 

four volumes.

$65.00

6049

Post Offices and Postmasters of North Carolina 

Volume IV Cross references, etc... [Hardcover] 

Crumbley, Stroupe, Wetmore & Winter

Cross references, Errata, Addenda, Air Mail Postal Markings of the 

North Carolina Railroads, Revised Earlyt Machine Postal Markings, 

Miscellaneous Markings, Maps, & Bibliography

$65.00

6160
Post Office Papers of the Republic of Texas, 

1836-1839 [Hardcover] Day, James M.

Postal Laws Republic of Texas 1836-1839. With the decision to 

print the Post Office Papers came the satisfaction that all sources 

of material of the Post Office Department could be brought 

together from various files and facilitate research in this area of 

the history of Texas

$29.00
Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages clean 

as is the cover. Appears never used.

6161
Post Office Papers of the Republic of Texas, 

1839-1840 [Hardcover] Day, James M.

Compiled and edited from the manuscripts in the Texas State 

Archives. With the decision to print the Post Office Papers came 

the satisfaction that all sources of material of the Post Office 

Department could be brought together from various files and 

thereby facilitate research in this area of the history of Texas

$45.00
Never used. Pages and binding tight and firm. 

Pages clean

8302
Loisiana Postal History 1804-1865 [Library 

Binding] Erin R. Gunter

Photocopy of award winning exhibit of Louisian Postal History 

covering 1804-1865 years. The development of the US postal 

system is shown through town marks, rates and postal routes. The 

photocopy pages show many scarce covers with descriptions

$55.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages, which are 

photocopies of an awarding winning exhibit, are 

clean without defect

2894-a
Postmarked Kentucky [Hardcover] Alan T. 

Atkins

This book is the first of its kind to attempt to have an entire listing 

of all types of markings such as RPO's, county, steamboat, 

postmasters and the town listed under one cover thus enabling a 

collector without much research other than the fancy cancels, 

various size dials and different type os railroad or steamboat 

cancels to collect Kentucy

$17.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Owners mark on front piece. Part of 

Richard Graham's Library (noted philatelic 

author and reviewer of books)

A-4191
Alabama City, County and Municipal Stamp 

Catalog [Loose Leaf] Scott Troutman
Descriptions and illustrations $20.00 Never used
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